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In celebrity news, there is a new celebrity couple in town!
Shailene Woodley is in a relationship with Ben Volavola. The
celebrity couple made it official on Instagram, according to
People.com. Woodley and her Rugby playing beau indulged in
some PDA in her Instagram story, Wednesday. The new couple was
kissing and flaunting their date night in photos on social
media. The love birds were in France, attending the Valentino
Haute Couture Spring Summer 2018 show for Paris Fashion Week.

There’s a new celebrity couple in
town! What are some creative ways
to announce your new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
A new relationship is exciting, and although many of us want
privacy, we don’t want secrecy. In a world where social media
is what seems to connect us the most, it is one of the main
platforms where people share big news. Cupid has some tips on
cute, creative ways to announce your new relationship via
social media:

1. PDA post of an awesome date: Showing some PDA during a
creative date with your girl or beau is super cute! And it’s a
creative way to briefly show the type of couple you are, so
pick the right “stage” for your photo. Some fun adorable dates
to choose from are: going for a romantic swim or boat ride,
camping, a picnic, taking a class together (any kind), a
getaway or road trip, and DIY project you are both working on.
The list is endless! If the pressure of a photo of you both on
a date is a little too much for you, you can also try taking
an adorable, endearing photo or a stunning one of you both
side by side looking your best — talk about couple goals!
Ariana Grande and Mac Miller took the endearing approach,
posting a cuddled up photo, while Elon Musk and Amber Heard
went for the looking beautiful together.
Related Link: Danica Patrick Confirms She’s Dating Aaron
Rogers
2. A photo of your other half taken by you: You can also post
a random photo you’ve taken of your lover for a shocking
affect, have your followers like “What?!” Imagine, a random
photo of someone else popping up on your news feed, to then
realize who it was posted by — Cute. Celebrity couple Zachary
Quinto and Miles McMillan took a similar approach when Quinto
posted a photo of McMillan staring right at the camera along
with a caption on missing him. Adorbs!
Related Link: Olivia Munn Denies She’s Dating Chris Pratt &
Shares Texts with Anna Faris
3. A discreet photo: Want to tease? Want to just show you’re
tied down but don’t want to share with who just yet? Share
your relationship in a teasing manner then, like Jennifer
Lopez and Alex Rodriguez for example. Jlo shared a photo on
Instagram of the couples’ sneakers while rumors of them dating
were floating around — discreet huh? Other ways to do it are
to snap photos of your hands or a photo taken of your back
sides, let people guess who you’re with, if you’re into it.

What are some ways you or your partner shared the new
relationship news? Comment below!

